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Abstract
We perform a robust estimation of the Phillips curve in the euro area using a bat-
tery of 630 theory-drivenmodels. We extend the existing literature by addingmodel
specifications, taking into account the uncertainty in the measurement of variables
and testing forpotential non-linearities and structural changes. UsingDynamicModel
Averaging,we identify themost important determinants of inflationover the sample.
We then forecast core inflation 12 quarters ahead and present its probability distri-
bution. We compare the distribution of forecasts performed in recent years, and we
assess, in a probabilistic manner, the convergence towards a sustainable path of in-
flation.
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Non-technical Summary

In this paper, we evaluate the importance of the Phillips curve, the standard theoretical
and empirical benchmark stating a relationship between real activity and inflation, after
the recent financial crisis. The paper provides four main contributions. First, we confirm
the existence of a Phillips curve in the euro area, using simple models and testing differ-
ent cycle indicators.
Second, we proceed to its robust estimation, extending the existing literature. To ac-
count formodel specification uncertainty, we estimate, usingDynamicModel Averaging,
a battery of 630models. Using inclusionprobabilities, we identify themaindeterminants
of core inflation over the sample and we confirm that the main drivers of core inflation
change between the first and the second dip of the recession. The first dip is character-
ized by a stronger role of external variables, while the second by domestic factors. An-
other robust finding is that expectations are the single most important determinant of
core inflation in the sample.
Third, we estimate the slope of the Phillips curve and we expand the battery to 1260
models to test fornon-linearities. Weprovideevidence in favourofusingunemployment-
based measures of the cycle and we conclude that the slope of the Phillips curve is size-
able and statistically significant. However, we do notfind any evidence of non-linearities.
Finally, using the battery of 630models, we forecast the probability distribution of HICP
inflation excluding energy and unprocessed food three-year ahead for different samples
ending in 2016Q1, 2017Q1, and 2018Q1. At each point in time, the distribution ac-
counts for shocks, parameter and model uncertainty. We find an increasing, although
still moderate, probability of core inflation to converge towards its long-term average,
compatible with headline inflation reaching the objective.
We conclude that the Phillips curve is still a valid policy instrument once it is robustly
estimated.
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1 Introduction

TheGreat Recession and the following sovereign crisis have determined a long period of
low inflation and put the monetary policy of the ECB to a severe test. The link between
inflation and the economic cycle seems to have weakened after 2008, and inflation has
proven difficult to forecast and to explain ex post. Headline inflation partially recovered
after 2017, mostly driven by energy prices, but core inflation remains subdued, despite
the strong positive contribution of unconventional monetary policy.
This paper evaluates the importance of the Phillips curve, the standard theoretical

and empirical benchmark stating a relationship between real activity and inflation, after
the recent financial crisis. We perform a robust estimation of the Phillips curve in the
euro area and compute the main determinants of core inflation over time. Furthermore,
accounting for parameter and model uncertainty, we forecast the distribution of core
inflation in themedium term.
Our paper provides fourmain contributions. First, we show that, using simplemodels

in the spirit ofGiannoneet al. (2014), thePhillips curve canexplain the inflationdynamics
also in the aftermath of the crisis.
Second, we extend the existing literature and estimate the curve robustly, consider-

ing different specifications (see for example Ciccarelli and Osbat, 2017, among others).
We estimate a battery of 630 models using Dynamic Model Averaging (DMA), an econo-
metric technique that allows the model used (and the regressors) to change over time.1
In line with our Bayesian approach, we compare different specifications on the basis of
their out-of-sample forecastingperformance (See Jarocinski andLenza, 2016). Given the
uncertainty over the level of slack in the economy, we test traditional measures of out-
put gap and unemployment, but also U6, a broad measure of unemployment. Following
previous studies highlighting the importance of global factors2, we add external factors
(including import price deflator, real effective exchange rate and world industrial pro-
duction). Moreover, we compare survey and market-based measures of inflation expec-
tations. The use of model averaging techniques will allow us to identify the most impor-

1See Raftery, Karny and Ettler (2010) for further details and Koop and Korobilis (2012) for an applica-
tion to inflation forecasting using US data.

2See Ferroni andMojon (2016), Forbes (2018), among others.
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tant determinants of core inflation over the sample. We confirm the findings in Bobeica
and Jarocinski (2019) that external factors were more relevant during the first trough,
but after 2012 domestic factors (proxied by labour market indicators) have increased
their influence. Moreover, our analysis emphasizes the role of inflation expectations as
determinant of core inflation over the sample and their overall contribution to inflation
movements.
Third, we estimate the slope of the Phillips curve and we expand the battery to 1260

models to test for non-linearities after the Great Recession. We show that the slope of
thePhillips curve is sizeable and statistically significant, in particularwhenusingunemployment-
relatedmeasures of slack. However, we do not find any evidence of non-linearities in the
Phillips curve.
Finally, we forecast, using our battery of 630models, the distributionofHICP inflation

excluding energy and unprocessed food (HICPx) three-year ahead in different moments
(2016Q1, 2017Q1 and 2018Q1). Taking advantage of our Bayesian approach, we assess
the probability of core inflation to converge to its long-term average.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows, using a simple model

that the Phillips curve relationship holds in the euro area after the recent financial crisis.
Section 3 introduces the methodology, and Section 4 presents the data used. Section 5
discusses the results and 6 concludes.

2 Is there a Phillips curve in the Euro Area?

The Phillips Curve, a backbone of macroeconomics stating the relationship between in-
flation and economic slack, has been at the center of the recent policy and academic de-
bate. During the stable inflation environment of the so-called ‘Great Moderation’ many
economists have argued that the relation was not holding any longer. A vast literature
analyses whether it was due to luck, i.e the absence of major economic shocks, or good
macroeconomic policies, in particular monetary.3
However, Giannone et al. (2014) document the re-emergence of the Phillips curve

in the euro area during the Great Recession, and Stock andWatson (2008) suggest that
3SeeDotsey et al. (2017), Atkenson andOhanian (2001) and Stock andWatson (2007) for a discussion

on the usefulness of Phillips curves for forecasting.
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some forms of non-linearities make the Phillips curve stronger when deviations of un-
employment from its natural level are large. Nevertheless, the persistent low inflation in
the presence of a closing output gap has led to a renewed debate about the usefulness of
the curve as a policy instrument both in theUnited States (Ball andMazumder, 2011, and
Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015) and in the Euro Area (Bobeica and Jarocinski, 2019
and Blanchard et al., 2015). Recently, Berson et al. (2018) show that the slope of the
Phillips curve has remained stable and significantly different from zero in a sample of G7
countries, although it has flattened out since the 1980s.
The existence of the Phillips curve has important policy implications in the current

juncture. The absence of a systematic relation between slack (i.e. output gap or unem-
ployment) and inflation would imply that demand-side policies are not very effective on
prices. Instead if the Phillips curve holds, demand policies and the ECBmonetary policy
in particular have a stronger effect on prices. Additionally, the closure of the economic
gap should naturally push up inflation towards the ECB’s objective.
In this section, we use a simple exercise to confirm the existence of the Phillips curve

in the euro area after the crisis. We estimate a series of simple bivariate-BVARs, each
containing core inflationandonemeasureof real activityover thepre-crisis sample1999q1-
2007q4. We set the lag order to 4 and use a looseMinnesota prior.4Weuse three output
gap measures (i.e. from the OECD, the European Commission, and the IMF WEO) and
three unemploymentmeasures (i.e. rate, gap, and U65, the broad indicator of unemploy-
ment). We focus on core inflation in order to abstract from the fluctuations in food and
energy prices, which would require a high number of controls. We then perform condi-
tional forecasts over the period 2008Q1-2018Q1 using Waggoner and Zha (1999) and
Blake andMumtaz (2012) to obtain a distribution of the forecasts conditional on the ac-
tual path of each slackmeasure.
Our results indicate that the Phillips curve has remained relevant after theGreat Re-

cession. Figure 1 displays the actual path of core inflation (dashed black line), and the
median forecasts of core inflation conditional on the different real activity measures

4The results are robust to alternative lag orders of 1 and 8. The tightness of the prior followsBlake and
Mumtaz (2012) with (λ1, λ3, λ3, λ4) are set to (0.2, 0.5, 1, 105).5U6 takes into account also of discouraged workers in the computation of unemployment rate. See
Section 4 for more details.
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(solid lines). It is worth noticing that the difference in the predictions only depends on
the measure of real activity used. Although in the immediate aftermath of the crisis all
measures tend to over predict core inflation, not surprisingly since the disinflation was
mainly driven by external factors, afterwards unemployment measures are able to ex-
plain a considerable portion of the variance in core inflation. Looking at recent times,
most measures tend to follow the actual path of core inflation quite closely, confirming
the existence of the Phillips curve.

Fig. 1: Conditional forecasts for several indicators of economic conditions.

Figure 2 compares the conditional forecasts using the twomeasures with the lowest
rootmeansquareof themedian forecasts, i.e. thebestunemployment-ratepredictor and
best output-gap predictor, and including the one-standard deviation intervals. In partic-
ular, the unemployment rate is a valid indicator in real-time, as opposed to gapmeasures,
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which in addition are regularly revised, and does not suffer from mis-measurement is-
sues. Moreover, despite the small uncertainty bands, since 2011 core inflation has been
broadly within the one-standard deviation bands. Overall, the Phillips curve works well
in real time when adopting a specification that uses unemployment as a measure of the
cycle.6

Fig. 2: Forecast distribution for best indicators of economic conditions.

Our preliminary exploration suggests the following conclusions. First, even a very
simple Phillips curve model can partially explain the movements in the immediate after-
math of the crisis, as suggested by Giannone et al. (2014) for headline inflation. Sec-
ond, themodel does not fully capture the dynamics of core inflation during the first euro

6It is important to emphasize that this is a pseudo-real time exercise, in other words we do not use
real time data but the latest (revised) vintages, thus giving an advantage to output gap measures. Instead
unemployment figures are not revised and readily available, and only U6 is available with more than one
quarter delay.
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area disinflation due to the absence of global variables in the specification. However,
it explains them well during the second trough, driven mainly by weak domestic activ-
ity. Finally, the different paths in conditional forecasts show that the choice of the eco-
nomic activity indicator is important, as suggested in a recent contribution by Lenza and
Jarocinski (2016).
Although a simplemodel can demonstrate the presence of the Phillips curve after the

Great Recession, there is a substantial model uncertainty surrounding the Phillips curve
not only regarding the specification of the model, but also the measure of slack to be
used.7 Therefore, we propose the use of a methodology that allows us to estimate the
curve robustly, taking into account the uncertainty of model specification, to compute
themain determinants of core inflation over time, and to forecast core inflation over the
medium term.

3 Econometric framework

In this section,wediscuss themethodologyused toestimate thebatteryofPhillips curves,
to identify the main determinants of core inflation over the sample, and to forecast core
inflation over themedium term.
The uncertainty in both the model specification and the regressors to include is the

main issue in estimating the Phillips curve. This makes it impossible to relay on a sin-
gle model for policy assessments. One solution is to resort to Bayesian model averaging
(BMA), an econometric technique that allows the researcher to be agnostic about the
specification, to estimate a large battery of models and to average them based on their
forecasting accuracy. BMA has the advantage of using parsimonious models that yield
more stable estimates because fewer degrees of freedom are used in individual mod-
els. Furthermore, it allows the identification of important regressors, making the results
more informative and easier to interpret.
However, the relevant model for forecasting, as well as the coefficients on the pre-

dictors, might change over time, for example the set of predictors during the first trough
mightbedifferent fromtheones in the second (seeBobeica and Jarocinski, 2019). There-

7See ECB (2014).
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fore, we use Dynamic Model Averaging (DMA), which allows the weights on each fore-
casting model and the coefficients of the predictors to change over time, thus dealing
with potential structural changes. DMA was first proposed by Raftery et al. (2010) and
allows theweights used in themodel averaging to change overtime, making it possible to
uncover the role and the importance of different regressors in the sample.
DMA has affinity with other model selection techniques. For example, both DMA

and thick modelling consider a multiplicity of predictive models rather than a single one.
Thick modelling, however, considers or discards models on the basis of simple heuristics
(e.g. keeps a percentage of best performingmodels) rather than on the complete predic-
tive likelihood. Additionally, it is not dynamic, and if the specification of the true model
changes over time (e.g. possibly before and after the crisis), thick modelling produces
invalid inference. DMA also shares important features with the recursive modelling ap-
proach of, e.g., Pesaran and Timmermann (1995), where the forecasting model changes
on the basis of somemeasure of past performance. BMA techniques, however, have the
advantage of accounting for thewithin-model uncertainty. Moreover, the Bayesian liter-
ature has shown that it is possible to improve on the performance of even the bestmodel
by averaging on the basis of the complete forecasting distribution at the price of a higher
computational complexity.
In the next section we present themethodology inmore details.

3.1 Model uncertainty: DynamicModel Averaging
DMA is developed in Raftery, Karny and Ettler (2010) and used in Koop and Korobilis
(2012). The reader is referred to these papers for complete details. The dynamic aspect
of DMA arises because it allows for a different model to hold at each period in time. We
assume a population pk ofK models

pk
(
yt|yt−1

)
, k = 1..K (3.1)

where ys = (y1, .., ys)
′ is the past information up to time s and pk (yt|yt−1) is the pre-

dictive density for model k at time t. We estimate our battery of models and evaluate
them on the basis of their out-of-sample properties (on predictive density). Let qt|s,j =
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Pr (k = j|ys) be the probability that model j holds at time t given information through
time s. DMA is a recursive algorithm which allows for the calculation of qt|t,j and qt|t−1,j
for j = 1, .., K . Once calculated, weights qt|t−1,j can be used when forecasting yt given
information through time t − 1. They can also be used to compute the “inclusion proba-
bility” of a variable or a set of models, i.e. the probability (and the importance) of these
models relative to the complete set of K models. When estimating coefficients or im-
pulse responses, qt|t,j can be used to carry outmodel averaging in a time-varying fashion.
To see how theweights are calculated, note that the predictive density appears in the

model updating equation of:

qt|t,s =
qt|t−1,spk (yt|yt−1)∑K
l=1 qt|t−1,lpl (yt|yt−1)

. (3.2)

If we knew qt|t−1,s then, starting with an initial q0|0,s (in our case set to equal weights,
q0|0,s = 1/N ) we would be able to recursively calculate the key elements of DMA: qt|t,j
and qt|t−1,j for j = 1, .., K . Raftery et al. (2010) provide this missing link by using the
approximation:

qt|t−1,s =
qαt−1|t−1,s∑K
l=1 q

α
t−1|t−1,l

. (3.3)

A detailed justification of this approximation is given in Raftery et al. (2010). Suffice it to
note here that it implies:

qt|t−1,s ∝ [qt−1|t−2,sps
(
yt−1|yt−2)

]α (3.4)

=
t−1∏
i=1

[ps(yt−i|yt−i−1)]α
i (3.5)

The previous equation emphasizes that a model j receives more weight at time t if it
fitwell in the recent past (fit ismeasuredby thepredictive likelihood, pj (yt−i|yt−i−1)). The
interpretation of “recent past” is controlled by the forgetting factor, α. Thus, if α = 0.99

(our benchmark value and also the value used by Raftery et al., 2010), forecast perfor-
mance five years ago receives 80% as much weight as forecast performance last period
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(when using quarterly data). If α = 0.95, then forecast performance five years ago re-
ceives only about 35% asmuchweight.
In our short data set, thepotential advantagesofDMAare clear. Wecan includemod-

els featuring a large number of explanatory variables. However, if these are overfitted
their predictive performance will be low and DMAwill attach more weight to more par-
simonious models, thus lessening the problems caused by the curse of dimensionality
while keeping all candidate models.8 Since we do not have to worry for misspecifica-
tion, as misspecified models will be selected out by the DMA algorithm, we use for each
model aweakly informative prior, where the regression parameters are centered around
zero with unitary variance and the variance of the residuals is set to a very large value.
Furthermore, DMAallows formodel change. It can capture caseswhere certain explana-
tory variables or models frameworks are important in certain periods, but not in others.
Given our application covers the time period since the introduction of the euro, allowing
for such changemay be important.
We note also that, in the past, DMA has been used in the context of time-varying

parameter (TVP) models where the coefficients evolve following a random walk, i.e. as
βit = βi,t−1 + ut. Our set of models instead includes models with fixed parameters esti-
mated recursively. Time varying parameter models were also tested, but usually under-
performed out of sample (probably due to the overfitting in the relatively short sample)
and were eliminated in the final DMAs. This result is consistent with Koop and Korobilis
(2012), who found that allowingmodels to switch over timehas greater empirical benefit
than allowing coefficients to evolve in a TVP fashion.

4 Model Specification andData

In the literature, there are different specifications of the Phillips Curve that include dif-
ferent variables and use different functional forms. An all-encompassing model would
not be possible to estimate, given the high number of potential regressors, and the esti-
mateswould bemeaningless as the presence of several combination of variables (e.g. the
simultaneous presence of three different cycle indicators) would lead to multicollinear-

8SeeKoopandKorobilis (2009a) for evidence thatDMAcaneffectivelyfindveryparsimoniousmodels.
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ity. To account for model uncertainty, we adopt a robust approach and consider 630
specifications of the Phillips curve.
Following Stock andWatson’s (2008) recommendation to use parsimonious models,

we focus on univariate specifications, some of which include a substantial number of es-
timated parameters, andwe compare their out-of-sample explanatory power.
Thedependent variable is core inflation, definedas theyear-on-yearpercentage change

in theHICP excluding energy and unprocessed food, to abstract frommore volatile com-
ponents.9 We consider a high number of regressors and divide them into four groups:
real activity, inflation expectations, labourmarket indicators, and global indicators. Each
specification of the Phillips Curve always includes an autoregressive component of infla-
tion, one lagged real activity variable and a permutation of at most one lagged variable
from each of the remaining groups.10 Figure 3 presents a summary of the variables used.
Our dataset is quarterly and spans the period from 2001Q3 to 2018Q1.11
The real activity group includes three measures of output gap (from OECD, the Eu-

ropean Commission, and theWEO), the unemployment rate, the unemployment gap, i.e.
the difference between unemployment rate and the NAIRU, and U6, a broader measure
of unemployment. U6 is constructed by expressing the number of unemployed and un-
deremployed, together with the potential additional labour force (i.e. the estimates of
those available but not seeking work and those seeking work but not available), as a
percentage of the extended labour force, i.e. the sum of the active labour force, which
is employed plus unemployed, and the potential additional labour force.12 Labour mar-
ket indicators include (nominal) compensation per employee and total unit labour cost, a
measure of labour cost adjusted for productivity.
Extending the previous literature (e.g. Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015), we con-

sider both survey and market-based indicators of inflation expectations. We include
three survey measures: the Survey Professional Forecasters (SPF) one year ahead, two
years ahead and five years ahead; and three measures of market-based inflation expec-

9Please note that the ECB refers to HICP excluding energy, food and tobacco as the main measure of
underlying inflation. All or our regressions included either one or four lags of core inflation. However, the
performance of the four-lags specifications was low, andwe dropped them form the set of specifications.

10We include only one lag of inflation, but the results are robust to the inclusion of 4 lags.
11Weextrapolate data for the 5years-in-5years swap rates using the French data.
12See ECB, 2017, Box 3 for further details.
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tations: the one year ahead inflation swap rate, the 1 year-in-1 year forward inflation
linked swap (ILS) rate and the 5 year-in-5 year forward ILS rate. The market-basedmea-
sures are chosen to match broadly the horizon of the survey measures, and to include
the 5 year-in-5 year ILS rate, a benchmarkmeasure of medium to long-term inflation ex-
pectations for central banks (see for example Draghi, 2014a).
Finally, buildingonprevious literature that recognizes the importanceof international

factors in determining inflation (seeCiccarelli andMojon2010, Ferroni andMojon2016,
Forbes, 2018, among others), we include external factors such as the real effective ex-
change rate (REER), the world industrial production, the import price deflator, and the
contemporaneous price of oil. On the one hand, Auer et al. (2017) show the growing im-
portance of global factors due to expansion of global value chains. On the other hand,
Mikolajun and Lodge (2016) argue that, with the exception of commodity prices, there is
little reason to include global factors into traditional reduced formPhillips curves. In our
model, we include both oil prices and world industrial production as indicators of global
factors, and there is no need to select one or the other because themodel will weigh the
more relevant determinant over the sample.

Fig. 3: Variables included in themodel.

5 Empirical results

Themodels have initially equal weights (q0|0,s = 1/N ). We use the evolution of weights in
the DMA to assess the role of each group of variables in explaining core inflation. Figure
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Fig. 4: Inclusion probability of the different groups of variables.

4 reports the sum of the inclusion probabilities of the variables belonging to each group,
thereby showing the relative importanceover timeof inflation expectations (yellow line),
external factors (blue line), and labourmarket, or domestic, indicators (red line).
First, it is important to notice that external variables are initially important, but their

weight starts declining after 2012. Second, the role of domestic factors (proxied by the
labourmarket indicators), although importantbefore the crisis, picksupagain after2014.
In fact, both the 2008 downturn and the sovereign crisis, with output away from poten-
tial, drastically reduced the importance of labour markets as a determinant of inflation.
Although this might be compatible with a non-linear Phillips curve, where cost-push dy-
namics do not matter if the economy is far away from full capacity utilization, we do not
find any evidence of non-linearities, as discussed inmore detail in Section 5.4.
Finally, inflation expectations are the most important determinant of core inflation

during (almost) the whole sample, second to external factors only briefly around 2010.
In an environment in which the slope of the Phillips curve is significant but small, the an-
choring of inflation expectations is crucial and the credibility of monetary policy is even
more relevant. Jordá et al. (2019) reaches a similar conclusion for the US.
We now turn to amore detailed analysis for the single variables.
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5.1 Cycle indicators
A well-know issue with the Phillips curve is that most measures of slack are based on
output, which is available with considerable lags and is subject to substantial revisions.
GDP in real time can be very different from the re-estimated one, and this makes the
use of the curve in real time problematic. Additionally, gaps are also statistical artifacts:
when used in estimation, they may bias the coefficient of slack towards zero, suggesting
a spurious irrelevance of the curve.
To achieve robustness in estimation, we include in our specification several indicators

of output gap and unemployment.13 We compare cycle indicators by imposing that one
of them must be present in each specification and we report the inclusion probabilities.
It should be noted that we do not use real time indicators, but the last available vintage
of output gaps, thereby giving an advantage to gaps over the more timely (and hardly
revised) unemployment indicators. The only exception is U6, the broader measure of
unemployment, that is available only withmore than a quarter delay.
Figure 5 presents the inclusion probabilities of each measure of the cycle. Since we

always include one measure of the cycle, these probabilities always sum to one. We find
that different measures are better predictor in subsamples. The output gaps estimated
by the OECD and the IMF have a higher performance at the beginning of the crisis (i.e.
2008-2009), while the output gap estimated by the European Commission remains rel-
evant until 2010. Thereafter, unemployment measures becomemore important: unem-
ployment gap (i.e. the difference between unemployment and NAIRU) is prominent in
the aftermath of the sovereign crisis, followed by unemployment rate and U6. In partic-
ular, the inclusion probability of U6 has been increasing steadily since 2012, and it has
become slightly larger than unemployment in the last few years.
We turn now to the analysis of the slope of the Philips curve using recursive esti-

mates for each of the cycle indicators considered (see Figure 6). When estimated with
gap indicators, the Phillips curve appears to have flattened, a common puzzle in the lit-
erature. However, Figure 5 shows that gap indicators are associated withmodels having
lowweights in themodel averaging, due to their poor predictive power. Gaps do not per-

13Unemployment is hardly revised. For output gaps, we chose the last available vintage, because the
focus is on the assessment of the Phillips curve ex-post rather than on forecasting.
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Fig. 5: Inclusion probability of different cycle variables.

Notes: Recursive estimation across models of gap variables (one standard deviation confidence bands)
Fig. 6: Cycle variables - coefficients over time.

form very well because they are filtered (and therefore noisier) and frequently revised
measures of the economic cycle. The second row shows instead the unemployment-
relatedpredictors, forwhich the slopeof the curve is sizeable and statistically significant.
Overall, our robust regressions confirm the preliminary results in Section 2 and suggest
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that the Phillips curve is best measured when using unemployment-related variables of
the cycle in estimation.

5.2 Labourmarket indicators
Stagnating labour markets have been indicated as a possible cause of the persistence
of low inflation. These considerations translate into some specific formulations of the
Phillips curve. We first calculate the weight of labour market-related curves (those in-
cluding wages), then the contribution of these two variables to overall inflation and its
evolution over time. Figure 7 shows the inclusion probabilities for unit labour cost and
compensation per employee. The results show that the importance of compensation per
employee has remained stable over the sample, while the weight of unit labour cost has
increased after 2012.

Fig. 7: Inclusion probability of different labour variables.

5.3 Measures of inflation expectations
In this section, we turn to the most important determinant of core inflation in our sam-
ple. Inflation expectations move the Phillips curve and can constitute a serious concern
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for themonetary authority. In fact, lower expectations determine permanently lower in-
flation, other factors being equal. It is then not surprising that in the current juncture
a considerable attention has been given to this subject, both in theoretical models (Lo-
carno et al., 2017) and in empirical analysis.

Fig. 8: Inclusion probability of different measures of inflation expectations

Fig. 9: Inclusion probability of inflation expectations: survey vs market-based measures
(left), short vs medium vs long term expectations (right).

Inflation expectations canbeempirically proxiedusing eithermarket-basedor survey
measures, bothwith advantages and drawbacks. Market-basedmeasures of inflation ex-
pectations are considered an important indicator of the credibility of monetary policy
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(Draghi, 2014b and Yellen, 2015). They are truthfully revealed, as agents disclose them
by putting theirmoney, but include risk premia andmay be affected bymarket inefficien-
cies. Survey expectations in principle do not suffer from biases, but they tend to react
slowly (Bowles et al., 2007, for the ECB’s Survey of Professional Forecasters). Moreover,
both represent the expectations of a small subset of the economic agents. In this paper,
weuse both survey andmarket-basedmeasures of inflation expectationswith analogous
temporal profiles andwe compare the role of expectations by type and time horizon.
Figure 8 presents the contribution of each variable and we can make three main ob-

servations. First, the5 year-in-5 year ILS rate (5y5y) is themost relevant indicator during
thefinancial crisis, but itsweight declines sharply afterwards. Second, there is not a clear
dominant indicator, with the 5y5y peaking between 2008 and 2010 and the 1 year-in-1
year ILS rate (1y1y) between 2010 and 2012, while after 2014 the one year ahead infla-
tion swap rate becomes increasingly predominant.
When computing the inclusion probabilities aggregating all the surveymeasures and

the market-based indicators, we observe that market-based measures react faster and
remain relevant until 2012 and, after a short period in which survey measures are more
relevant, again after 2014 (see Figure 9, left).
To analyze further the role of inflation expectations, we compare the importance of

the inflation expectations measures by horizon. Figure 9 (right) presents the inclusion
probabilities for short (i.e. SPF one year ahead and one year ahead inflation swap rate),
medium (i.e. SPF two years ahead, and 1y1y), and long (SPF 5 years ahead, and 5y5y)
indicators of inflation expectations. It is worth noticing that the long-term indicator,
driven by the 5y5y, has a higher weight in the aftermath of the financial crisis, but, after
the sovereign crisis (2010-2012), themedium term indicator gains importance, while the
short-term index becomes themost relevant after 2013. The growing weight attributed
to shorter term expectations suggests that the low levels of past inflationmay be affect-
ing the current developments.
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5.4 Is there a non-linear Phillips curve?
It has been argued that the Phillips Curves may present non-linearities, whereby persis-
tent supply side constraints would imply a stronger upward impact on core inflation. In
this section, we test whether the Phillips curve is non-linear in the output gapmeasure.
We perform several tests of non-linearities in the curve. First, we add to our set

of 630 base specifications the same models including the squared terms of the cycle
(quadratic specifications), therefore estimating a total of 1260 models. If the Phillips
curve is non-linear in the gap, we expect the formulations including quadratic terms to
have a greater predictive likelihood than the corresponding linear specifications. We re-
port two metrics: the relative importance (“inclusion probability”) of models including
the non-linear term; and the estimated coefficients (and their evolution over time) of the
non-linear terms.
Figure 10 suggests that specifications that include squared output gaps appear to re-

ceive only little support from the data. Models with quadratic terms performworse out-
of-sample and therefore have lower weights in the final averaging. Starting from a prior
of 50%, the non-linear models have in recent years an ex-post weight between 20% and
40%.
Moreover this result is confirmed by the fact that the coefficients of the quadratic

terms are non significant, especially in recent years, and vary in sign. As shown in Figure
11, the non-linear part is not relevant for any of the six cycle indicators, with the partial
exception of the European Commission output gap. Therefore, the Phillips curve does
not show strong signs of non-linearities.
In the rest of the paper we restore the initial pool of 630 linear models.

5.5 Determinants of past core inflation - contributions
Afterpresenting thedeterminantsof core inflation, in this subsectionwediscuss the con-
tribution of the different groups of variables, using optimalmodelweights, to the dynam-
ics of core inflation (see Figure 12).14

14It should be noted that we run a pseudo-real time exercise, using the final vintages of the output gap.
This introduces some uncertainty in determining the gap component of the decomposition. On the one
hand, a complete real-time exercisemight imply even lower inclusion probabilities and a smaller contribu-
tion of the gap in the inflation decomposition. On the other hand, the necessity of interpolating the output
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Fig. 10: Inclusion probability of non-linear specifications (prior: 50%).

Notes: Recursive estimation across models of squared gap variables (bands are one standard deviation)
Fig. 11: Nonlinear curves - coefficients of quadratic terms over time.

gaps provided by different institutions at an annual frequency may lad to an underestimation of the gap
effect.
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The decomposition emphasizes the role of expectations and their reaction to differ-
ent polices, and it could be divided in three periods. In the first, before 2008, expecta-
tions remained well anchored and provided a relatively minor contribution to the infla-
tion peak.
In the second period, between the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the (euro area)

sovereign crisis (i.e. from 2008 to the end of 2014), conventional and non-conventional
policies were used jointly. The ECB lowered its key policy rate to an unprecedented
level of 0.05%.15 At the same time, to respond to the increased demand for liquidity
and to reduce the risk offinancial disruptions, themain refinancing operations have been
conducted as fixed rate tender procedures with full allotment since October 2009. Ad-
ditional measures included the targeted longer term refinancing operations (TLTROs),
aimed at improving bank lending to the euro-area non-financial private sector (excluding
loans to households for house purchase), the expansion of the list of marketable assets
accepted as collateral in Eurosystem credit operations, the asset backed security (ABS)
purchase programmeand the covered bond purchase programme. In this phase, the con-
tribution of inflation expectations was increasingly negative.
However, with the implementation of further unconventional monetary policy mea-

sures, the trend has reversed. The ECB Governing Council cut progressively interest
rates16 and announced the expanded asset purchase programme (APP) in January 2015
with combined monthly asset purchases of 60 billion.17 Over time, APP has been recali-
brated five times and contributed to the expansion of the ECBbalance sheet. During this
phase, the negative contribution of inflation expectations declined decidedly, supporting
the progress towards the convergence of core inflation to its long-term average.

15The Governing Council of the ECB started decreasing interest rates in October 2008 reaching 1% in
May 2009, but increased by 25bp in both April and July 2011, reverting the decisions in November and
December 2011. The Governing Council decreasedMRO further by 25bp in threemeetings, in July 2012,
in May and in November 2013, while keeping DFR at 0.0%. Furthermore, the Governing Council cut the
MROby 10bp both in June and in September 2014 to 0.05%, while driving theDFR into negative territory
(-0.20% ).

16The DFR was further cut by 10bp in December 2015 and in March 2016 to -0.40%, when MRO was
also reduced by 5bp and reached 0.00%.

17The Governing Council recalibrated APP in December 2015 (extension until March 2017 and rein-
vestment of principal payments), in March 2016 (expansion of monthly asset purchases from 60 to 80 bil-
lion euros), inDecember 2016 (extension until December 2017). The Programmewas further recalibrated
in October 2017 (extension until September 2018 with a monthly pace of purchases of 30 billion euros
starting from January 2018), and in June 2018 (extension until December 2018, with amonthly pace of 15
billion euros fromOctober 2018).
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Fig. 12: Historical decomposition of core inflation.

Overall, the chart shows that the ECB policies have been successful in the years fol-
lowing the Great Recession and inflation expectations have normalized progressively,
contributing to avoid deflation. At the same time, for inflation to increase further, higher
contributions should be expected from labour market wages and the closure of the out-
put gap.

5.6 Estimation and Forecast
Probabilistic forecasts are an important tool for policymakers whowant to keep the risk
of an adverse outcome (disinflation) to an acceptable level or to reach a goal (sustainable
target) with an acceptable probability. In particular, the assessment towards a sustained
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path of inflation “requires three conditions to be in place. [...] The second is confidence:
we need to be sure that this upward adjustment in inflation has a sufficiently high proba-
bility of being realised” (Draghi, 2018).18
In this section, we present the forecast of HICP inflation excluding energy and un-

processed food (HICPx) three-year ahead using the battery of 630 linear Phillips curve
models.19 We also compute the (optimally weighted) probabilistic distribution of fore-
cast inflation and we propose to use it to assess, in probabilistic terms, the convergence
of core inflation towards its long-term average.
Figure 13 presents the median unconditional forecasts three years ahead of all the

models (gray lines), the simple average across models (blue line) and the DMA with the
optimalweights (black line).20 The robust forecast usingDMAproduces slightly lower in-
flation forecasts than theunweighted averageof themodels in the short run and is equiv-
alent at longer horizons. The gray lines represent the median forecasts of each model,
and show that there is a strong variation across single forecasts. This highlights the im-
portance of taking into account the uncertainty within and between models rather than
guessing a specification, as some reasonable specifications can be quite misleading. The
forecasts usingmodel averaging show that core inflation is likely to remain broadly at the
current levels.
We then move to the probabilistic assessment, based on the whole distribution of

the forecast. Figure 14 compares the distribution forecast of HICPx inflation three-year
ahead using samples ending in 2016Q1 (red), 2017Q1 (blue), and 2018Q1 (black). We
derive the forecast distribution of each model in the battery and then, using the DMA
optimal weights, we compute the distribution forecast forHICPx that takes into account
the uncertainty within and between models. We show the progressive upward shift in
the expected probability distribution for HICPx and that the risk of deflation is now neg-
ligible.

18Italics is ours.
19This section extends the work of Banbura and Mirza, mimeo, 2013. Differently from them, we use

predictive likelihood as an evaluation criterion for different models and concentrate on the distribution
rather than on the optimal averaging.

20We use the weights computed in the last period of the sample, and all forecasts are conditional to
simple AR1 processes for the exogenous variables.
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Fig. 13: Median forecasts of core inflation three years ahead using the battery of 630
models. All forecasts (gray), mean (blue line), DMA (black line).

Our regressions focus on core inflation, which is easier to forecast due to the absence
of the more volatile components, such as unprocessed food and energy. However, the
ECB defines its target in terms of headline (or HICP) inflation. In order to use our re-
sults as a guideline for policy makers, we need to derive a relationship between head-
line and core inflation. In the period 1998-2008, headline inflation was on average just
below 2%, while HICPx inflation averaged 1.7%. Therefore, assuming a constant differ-
ence between headline and core inflation, the objective of sustainable inflationwould be
reached if headline inflation is at 1.9%, or HICP excluding energy and unprocessed food
at 1.6%.
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Fig. 14: Probability distribution of HICP excl. food and energy three years ahead using
data ending in 2016Q1 (red), 2017Q1 (blue), and 2018Q1 (black).

Figure 15 compares the probability of HICPx reaching at least 1.6 percent, the long-
term average of core inflation using the three samples of data. The red line, for example,
is constructedwithdata availableuntil 2016Q1and shows that theprobability of core in-
flation to converge to its long-term average was very low in the short run, and increased
towards 20% three years ahead. The black line repeats the exercise with data available
up to 2018Q1, and shows that the probability is still relatively low, but it has consider-
ably improved over time and it is close to 35% three years ahead.
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Fig. 15: Probability of HICP excl. food and energy of reaching 1.6% three years ahead
using data ending in 2016Q1 (red), 2017Q1 (blue), and 2018Q1 (black).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we reassess the Phillips curve after the crisis, emphasizing robust estima-
tion and density forecasts for policy purposes.
First, we confirm, using simplemodels and testing different cycle indicators, the exis-

tence of a Phillips curve in the euro area after the recent financial crisis.
Second, we proceed to its robust estimation. To account for model specification un-

certainty, we estimate, using DynamicModel Averaging, a battery of 630models andwe
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identify the main determinants of core inflation over the sample. Using inclusion proba-
bilities, we confirm that the main drivers of core inflation change between the first and
the second dip of the recession. The first dip is characterized by a stronger role of ex-
ternal variables, while the second by domestic factors. Another robust finding is that
expectations are the single most important determinant of core inflation in the sample.
Moreover, we estimate the contributions of the different groups of variables in our bat-
tery and we show how the negative effects of inflation expectations have considerably
receded after the implementation of unconventional monetary policy, in particular fol-
lowing APP rounds.
Third, we estimate the slope of the Phillips curve and show that is relatively small.

Furthermore, we extend our suite of models to 1260 to test for non-linearities and we
do not find any signs of non-linearity in the price Phillips curve.
Finally, we argue that the convergence to the inflation objective should be assessed

in a probabilistic context. We use the 630 estimated models to forecast HICPx three-
year ahead and we project the probability distribution for different samples ending in
2016Q1, 2017Q1, and2018Q1. Ateachpoint in time thedistributionaccounts for shocks,
parameter andmodel uncertainty. We find an increasing, although still moderate, proba-
bility of core inflation reaching its long-term average, compatible with headline inflation
reaching the objective.
Overall, we conclude that the Phillips Curve is still a valid policy instrument once it is

robustly estimated.
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